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Ultra Logistics recognized as “Top 100 Logistics I.T.
Provider for 2011”, 2nd year in a row
Fair Lawn, NJ, April 22, 2011
Ultra Logistics, a recognized third party logistics provider is pleased to announce
its recent recognition as a “Top 100 Logistics I.T. Provider for 2011”, by Inbound
Logistics magazine. Inbound Logistics editors selected Ultra Logistics in a pool of
nearly 300 companies that submitted their credentials. Each April, Inbound Logistics
editors recognize the top 100 logistics I.T. companies that provide best-in-class
technology leading the way with logistics excellence through simplicity, fast ROI and
efficiency.
“I'm excited about being named a Top 100 Logistics I.T. Provider for the second year
in a row. This year we released a new version of UltraShipTMS™ that includes
cutting edge features, and this award is a reflection of that. Our proprietary, webbased order optimizer has algorithms that are not used anywhere else in the industry
and allow us to get savings on consolidation better than any of our competitors”,
says Nicholas Carretta, President, Ultra Logistics. He further commented by saying
“Additionally, we have new Carrier Assurance tools that help shippers stay in
compliance with CSA 2010 monitoring rules. This is a big year for our software and I
think this recognition as a Top 100 Logistics I.T. Provider reflects that.”
Ultra Logistics prides itself on its growth as a solutions provider, covering multiple
modes of the supply chain process through a combined synergy approach. The
company offers superior value through customized solutions, handling all your
transportation needs including Truckload Transportation, Hosted Transportation
Management Systems (TMS), Supply Chain Management, Network Optimization
and Consulting. These unique and customized solutions have far surpassed the
competition due to their competitive pricing, configurability and ease of use.
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact John Rerecich
at 201-458-1079 or e-mail John at jrerecich@ultralogistics.com.

Ultra Logistics was incorporated in 1996 and has since been a leader offering third party logistics services
to Fortune 500 clients in a variety of industries including retail, manufacturing and food & beverage. The
company is headquartered in Fair Lawn, NJ.

